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read ⁓ investigate ⁓ discover

SUMMER AT YOUR LIBRARY

SCAVENGER HUNT
June 1 - July 31
All ages are encouraged to get outside and
get creative for a Searching Summer!
You will need: A notebook or paper, a pencil or coloring tools, your
creativity, and an investigator’s mind. Magnifying glasses and
notebooks are provided by the library during Click, Park, and Pick-Up
hours while supplies last or you may use your own notebook/paper.

STEPS

Prize Qualifications: Find and investigate 10 out of 20 scavenger
items to earn a special prize at the end of the Summer Reading
Challenge.

1. OBSERVE YOUR ENVIRONMENT
2. GATHER EVIDENCE AND LOG
YOUR FINDINGS
3. DIG DEEPER & INVESTIGATE

Step 1: Get outside and use your imagination to find evidence
supporting the 20-item scavenger list (listed on back).
Kids should be accompanied by an adult. Be safe and follow health
and safety guidelines from city and county officials.

Step 2: For each item you choose to investigate, dedicate at least
one page in your notebook for logging and research. Take a picture,
draw, or even tape/glue the item itself into your notebook. Log at
least 10 items or all 20!
Step 3: On your item's notebook page(s), write down at least one
source you used to dig deeper and investigate. This can be a book,
ebook, audiobook, magazine, or internet source. At least 10 items
must include a resource to qualify for a prize.
Prize Pick-Up: Bring your notebook to a prize distribution event at
the end of summer (dates TBD). Show library staff your completed
10 items to get an extra prize along with your Summer Reading
Challenge prizes.

SAYL SCAVENGER LIST
Find something that…
1) floats
2) is a mammal
3) is an insect
4) swims
5) you find in
the sky
6) you can jump
over

7) you use to
mail letters or
packages
8) is square
9) you can play
catch with
10) bounces
11) grows

12) gets cold
13) is a triangle
14) can fly
15) is hard
16) is squishy
17) is purple
18) is red
19) is loud
20) is tall
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